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Chess - Wikipedia Chess is a two-player strategy board game played on a chessboard, a checkered gameboard with 64 squares arranged in an 8Ã—8 grid.[1] The
game is played by millions of people worldwide. Encyclopaedia of Chess Openings - Wikipedia The Encyclopedia of Chess Openings (or ECO) is a classification
system for the opening moves in chess. It is presented as a five-volume book collection (now also a computer database) describing chess openings. Chess | game |
Britannica.com Chess, one of the oldest and most popular board games, played by two opponents on a checkered board with specially designed pieces of contrasting
colours, commonly white and black.

A Catastrophic Encyclopedia by Edward Winter - Chess Back-cover blurb. The dust-jacket of The Batsford Chess Encyclopedia by Nathan Divinsky trumpets â€˜the
gameâ€™s most complete and up-to-date work of referenceâ€™. Chess | Encyclopedia.com Chess Background. Chess is a classic two person board game. It is
played with specially designed pieces on a square board made up of 64 alternating light and dark squares arranged in eight rows and columns. The Chess
Encyclopedia: Nathan Divinsky: 9780816026418 ... The Chess Encyclopedia is a full collection of Grandmaster biographies, accounts of some of the greatest games
ever played, an abundance of chess terms, and many photographs supporting all the details. The value of this book predominantly as a collector's piece as most of the
information is available on the internet.

Amazon.co.uk: chess encyclopedia: Books The full encyclopedia of chess: All the rules of chess with diagrams, 100 tests of imminent checkmates, 100 shortest
game, 47 games in playing the sicilian game and 320 games 28 Jan 2015. Chess - Chess composition | Britannica.com Chess - Chess composition: Chess
compositions are created positions in which one side, usually White, moves first and is required to perform a task. The reader is called upon to find the taskâ€™s
solution. There are three basic forms of composition depending on the type of task. In studies, White is asked to reach a desired result, either a. Chess Openings Encyclopedia of Chess Openings King's Indian Attack: English Opening: Benoni: Dutch: Alekhine's Defence: Pirc: Caro-Kann: Sicilian.

History of chess - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ... The precursors of chess originated in northern India during the Gupta empire, where its early form in the 6th
century was known as Chaturanga. This translates as 'the four divisions', meaning infantry, cavalry, elephantry, and chariotry, represented by the pieces that would
evolve into the modern pawn, knight, bishop, and rook, respectively.
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